
Granite Lord Ganapati Sitting on
big mouse Statue 2.5 ft
Read More
SKU: 01253
Price: ₹125,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Statues & Sculptures, Hindu Statues,
Ganesha Statues
Tags: Big Ganesha Statue for Home and Garden,
Ganesha Home Statue Decor, Ganesha Statue Decor
for Garden, Ganesha Statue for Temple, Ganesha
Stone Statue for Hotels, Granite Stone Ganesha Statue
Manufacturer in India, New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description

Material: Blackstone/Granite Dimension: (HWL): 30 x 18 x 7 inch
Height: 2.5 ft Position: Sitting
A beautiful representation of CHATURBHUJA GANESHA crafted to flawless, will instantly add a
positive touch to any corner where it is placed. This black Ganesha statue, depicted with his
four hands holding axe, conch, modak, and the Abhay mudra. This Ganesha decor, Cause to be
a peaceful surrounding filled with unison, spirituality, and positive energy around us. And at the
same time acts as a noble piece of art and collectible.The upper right hand has an axe
symbolizing the destroyer of the energies, which barred human beings from knowledge and
spirituality.  The upper left hand holding a conch, the sound of the conch is considered pious in
Hinduism, the sweet represents liberation or ‘Moksha’ and the hand gesture is called 
‘Abhayamudra. The serpent around the waist represents universal kundalini. (Whole cosmos).
The trunk of the god's statues curved towards the right is said to be ‘jagrut (Awakened), shows
how much powerful or rich you are, wisdom lies in knowing and understanding your limits.
Created by Devi Parvati from the dirt of her body, to destroyer of dark forces. Greed keeps us
human desires continuously running around, when one desires fulfilled another rise, also this
gives birth to the ego which is the path o self-destruction, the giant rat beneath Lord Ganesha
has attributed the control of ego and self-desire because the rat is greedy among all animal.
Ganesha removes all negativities like desire, anger, greed, enmity, pride and brings around
auspicious effects. This black granite Ganesha statue helps to fill the surrounding with peace,
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divinity, and positive energy. Also an ideal gifting option at weddings, anniversaries, home
warming, corporate gifts, birthday gift, etc. Care: Gently wipe it with a dry or wet fiber piece of
cloth. Placing: Right direction of placement of gods' statues enhances their efficacy of energy.
Possible directions are west, north, or northeast. Also, keep in mind the background behind the
idol while placing it. When you are using it for a decorative purpose the color should contrast
his back so that the spark of the idol will be flourish. "The black granite Ganesha Decor is a
masterpiece itself." A timeless piece of art. 
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